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Delivering benefits, HUROM
HUROM’s corporate philosophy is to “deliver benefits to the people”
through continuous research and development since 1974.

We will become a global health appliance company to lead the 
‘healthy and happy life’ for the people of the world.

HUROM seeks a healthier way to live by studying not only products but also nutrition, 
and lifestyle at the HUROM Bio Food Research Center.

We verify the nutritional excellence and safety of the HUROM JUICE
by studying the sensuousness and effectiveness of a variety of juices by examining
each vegetable and fruit and mixing them together.

We develop a variety of recipes, examine nutritional values in holistic view, and study consumers’ lifestyle.

Studying health, HUROM

04 About HUROM About HUROM  05



06  Why HUROM

Delivering the healthiness of nature
as it is

HUROM’s SST™ extraction method, evolved from the squeezer mechanism,
a technology that resembles nature

HUROM juicers use the new juicing method, squeezing ingredients at a low speed to keep the 
nutrients as much as possible and discharging juice and pulp separately.
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Key Technologies of HUROM

01 Squeeze

Squeezing nutrients into your juice 
with the Ultem screw
Slowly rotates to press and squeeze out juice, 
minimizing the loss of nutrients by reducing 
the inflow of air and friction.

02 Filter

Filtering Out Pulp with the Fine Strainer
Filters out unnecessary pulp that can 
interrupt absorption, making the juice easy to 
drink.

03 Mix

Mixing Ingredients with the Spinning Brush
The spinning brush blends fruits and 
vegetables for healthy mixed juice.



Keeping the taste, scent, color 
and nutrients as they are

HUROM slowly squeezes the juice to minimize oxidation and heat from friction 
to preserve the natural taste, scent, color, and nutrients of the juice.

Why HUROM  0908 Why HUROM

Quickly Absorbed Juice
Dietary fibre is great for discharging waste 
from the body, however, it also interrupts the 
absorption of nutrients. Partially removing 
dietary fibre from the juice allows for 
increased absorption of the nutrients from 
fruits and vegetables.

A large amount of nutrients
in one simple glass of Juice
Achieve the daily recommendation of 7 
servings of fruits and vegetables in an easy-
to-drink glass of juice.

100% No Additives
100% Non-processed
“Natural” Healthy Juice
Completely “natural” juice, without any 
additives, such as water or ice, and no 
sterilizing process.



Alpha Chamber 11

A semi-transparent hopper
that shows you the ingredient insertion process
You can see the process of adding ingredients.
Since you can see the inside of the hopper at a glance, 
it's convenient to clean and maintain hygiene.

An open outlet for convenient discharge
and cleaning
An open outlet facilitates the discharge of residual 
debris inside the chamber. It helps extract juice 
better and clean the chamber more conveniently.

Before After

Homemade healthy desserts 
(Optional component)
Easily make homemade, healthy desserts. 
All natural, all by yourself.
NO SUGAR, NO ADDITIVES

The alpha chamber upgrades extraction performance, adding convenience down to minor 
details through technology has the user experience in mind.

Alpha Chamber
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Alpha Chamber 1312 HUROM 2018

500ml

Alpha Screw

 Lever

43RPM

x4

AC motor

The 500ml alpha chamber has 
an open outlet and lever to 
increase juicing efficiency. 

The alpha screw increases the 
volume of extraction with a 

squeezing intensity that leaves 
less pulp.

A control lever helps increase 
the efficiency of juice 

extraction while facilitating 
smooth discharge of pulp

More slowly at 43RPM 
for even more natural juice

Rotates inside the strainer 
and chamber to thoroughly 

mix the nutrients of 
vegetables and fruits.

A quiet, yet powerful, AC motor

Alpha
Common Specifications

Alpha
Components

500ml

Optional components
•	 Coarse Strainer 

(Material : Ultem, Stainless steel)
•	 Tofu Press (Material : PP)
•	 Pusher (Material : ABS)
•	 Juice Container/Cover (Material : SAN)
•	 Pulp Container (Material : SAN)
•	Hopper Cover (Material : PP)
•	 Cleaning Brush(L) (Material : ABS)
•	 Cleaning Brush(S) (Material : ABS)
•	 Chamber rack (Material : ABS)
•	 Ice cream Strainer (Material : BISEN)
•	 Squeezer (Material : ABS)

Hopper
Material: ABS

Spinning Brush
Material: POM, Silicone

Screw
Material: Ultem

Chamber
Material: Tritan

Fine Strainer
Material: Ultem, Stainless steel

43



Hurom slow juicer
Alpha Generation Line-up 

HUROM Signature HZ Series

   Silver (on stock) * Dimension 236(W) x 205(D) x 407(H) mm

   Wine Weight 5.4 kg

   Rose Gold Motor A/C, 90Ø

Power 
Consumption 150W

Rated operating 
hour 30MIN

Origin Korea

Compatible 
Chamber 2G, Alpha+

Color Specifications

Recommended retail price  3,999 DKK
(Retail prices subject to change) 

Recommended retail price  3.499 DKK
(Retail prices subject to change)

Sensuous Balance between Straight and Curved Lines H-AA Series

   Rose Gold Dimension 223(W) x 180(D) x 407(H) mm

   Wine Weight 4.8 kg

   Ferrari Red Motor A/C, 90Ø

   Dark Grey (on stock) * Power 
Consumption 150W

   Matt Black (on stock) ** Rated operating 
hour 30MIN

   Black Gold Origin Korea

  White Compatible 
Chamber 2G, Alpha+

Color Specifications

Alpha Chamber 1514 HUROM 2018

* HZ 58230001 (Silver)

* HAA 58230002 (Dark gray) 
 ** HAA 58230003 (Matt black) 



1G 2G A

Capacity(ml) 350 500 500

RPM
Screw 80 43 43

Spinning 
Brush 80 43 17

Spinning Brush(EA) 2 4 4

Juice Cap ▲ o o

Lever x o o

Screw Single Double Double

Fine Strainer o o o

Coarse Strainer o o o

Ice cream Strainer x x o

Semi-transparent 
hopper x ▲ o

Dual hopper x x o

Open outlet x x o

Detachable 
intermediate gear - - x

Comparison of Generations 1716 HUROM 2018

Comparison of Generations



New Slow Juicers 1918 HUROM 2018

The smart hopper helps you to insert 
ingredients at once 
Simply place your prepped ingredients into the 
smart hopper and turn the dial to easily make 
healthy juice. 
The mixing bar rotates and cuts ingredients 
so it helps inserting and juicing them at the 
same time.

Ingredients fall straight down, Vertical Chamber
Pulp is now expelled directly below the chamber 
when extracting juice. 
Designed to be placed right below the chamber, 
the pulp container neatly aligns with the body, 
increasing space efficiency.
This helps to smoothly remove lingering pulp 
from the chamber for easy cleaning.

Gets Every Last Drop! 3-degree Tilt 
The 3-degree tilted bottom helps collect 
even the last drop of juice after extraction. 
No manual tilting necessary.
 

2018

•	Easy to make healthy juice
•	Pulp expelled directly below chamber
•	No manual tilting necessary

An Even More Relaxing Juicing Lifestyle, H-AI



Dimension 296(W) x 160(D) x 435(H) mm

Weight 6.4 kg

Motor A/C, 90Ø

Power 
Consumption 150W

Rated operating 
hour 30MIN

Origin Korea

Dedicated 
Chamber V Chamber

   Midnight Blue    Satin Rose Gold    Platinum    Vivid Red

New Slow Juicers 2120 HUROM 2018

500ml

V Screw

 Lever

43RPM

x4

AC motor

The 500ml V chamber has 
an open outlet and lever to 
increase juicing efficiency. 

The V screw increases 
the volume of extraction with 

a squeezing intensity that 
leaves less pulp.

A control lever helps increase 
the efficiency of juice extraction 

while facilitating smooth 
discharge of pulp

More slowly at 43RPM 
for even more natural juice

Rotates inside the strainer 
and chamber to thoroughly 

mix the nutrients of 
vegetables and fruits.

A quiet, yet powerful, AC motor

Common 
Specifications

500ml

SPECIFICATIONS

COLOR

HUROM H-AI

Recommended retail price  3,499 DKK
(Retail prices subject to change)
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RPM 70-80RPM

Dimension 312(W) x 161(D) x 367(H) mm

Weight 4.7 kg

Motor  A/C

Power 
Consumption 150-200 W

Rated operating 
hour 30MIN

Origin Korea

•	Screw is fixed on both sides to increase extracting efficiency
•	Cutting blade for smooth extraction and mincing
•	Four different uses (Juicing, mincing, meat grinding, noodle making)
•	Easy and convenient use

HUROM Chef to enjoy various dishes, GI Series

   Peach Gold    Matt Silver    Matt Black

New Slow Juicers 2322 HUROM 2018

SPECIFICATIONS

COLOR

2018

HUROM Chef

Recommended retail price 



•	 Blender with a heating rod to heat ingredients from the top

•	 Super-speed 30,000 rpm for powerful blending

•	 7 Super Strength SUS420 Blades

•	 6 pre-sets for convenient cooking and manual mode for experts

•	 Convenient display to check cooking time

HUROM Heating Power Blender

Dimension 195(W) x 338(L) x 604(H) mm

Weight 8.2 kg

Power 800W / 1800W

Speed 10 Speed Control (~30,000rpm)

Automatic Program Six programs for making smoothies, crushing ice, making soybean milk, 
making porridge, making soup/sauce, and auto washing

Jar Material Heat-resistant glass

Jar Capacity Jar : 2L / Cold : Max 1.8L / Hot : Max 1.4L

Component Heating rod / Pusher / Recipe book / Spatula

Heating Power Blender  2524 HUROM 2018

•	Prepare all dishes with a single machine
•	Six programs 
•	Heat-resisting glass

HUROM Heating Power Blender

SPECIFICATIONS

Recommended retail price  2,999 DKK



Creating a new culture 

through Hurom technology
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1. Push the strainer into spinning 
brush completely like the picture. If 
not, you cannot go on to next step of 
assemble.

3. Put the auger into the chamber fitting 
both wings of auger in the groove of 
spinning brush.

2. Place assembled strainer and 
spinning brush like the picture no.1 
on the chamber.

5. Place the assembled chamber 
set on the base.

4. Turn the hopper clockwise 
and lock it.

Hopper is assembled in both ways, so 
you can place the machine anywhere in 
your kitchen without restriction.

When the lever is placed in OPEN position, the chamber 
set is not placed properly on the base. After assembling 
the chamber set, please place the lever in CLOSE position.

TIP
You can assemble the machine in both ways.

Please be sure that chamber is correctly placed on base

Closing the lever is basic preparation 
before juicing. Please check whether 
the lever is closed completely before 
use. Thicker and softer juice is made 
when the lever is closed completely.

In case of fruits with hard seeds (grapes,
robus coreanus, kiwi, pomegranate, 
etc), the lever should be closed. Then, 
place the lever in half-opened posi-
tion when juice starts to come out.

When extraction is almost finished, 
open the lever completely and re-
lease the compressed pulp.

Pulp in the strainer are reduced, so 
the hopper is opened more easily 
after use. During simple cleaning, 
place the lever in half-opened posi-
tion and release the compressed 
pulp.

● (CLOSE) 

Finishing. Simple cleaning Preparation. Extraction

WAIT A MINUTEWARNING

How to use reverse button

1. When the machine stops operation during juicing because of 
too much ingredients
Push reverse button for 3~4 seconds and stop. Repeat it 2~3 times.

2. When the hopper does not open well after use
With the lever placed in half-opened position, push reverse button 
for 3~4 seconds and stop. Repeat it 2~3 times.

Warning!
After operation is completely stopped, push reverse button 
(the same as normal rotation). If reverse button is pushed by force, 
reverse rotation function is not appropriately operated, or it can be 
a cause of malfunction.

When disassembling and cleaning 
the chamber, open the lever com-
pletely.

You can clean the chamber simply 
and easily.

    (OPEN) 

 Cleaning

How to assemble Precaution before use

◗ (half-opened)
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Fine strainer is used for making clean juice 
because it has fine and dense holes.
It is better to use fine strainer especially when 
juicing green vegetable juice and pear juice.

Fine Strainer
Coarse strainer is used to make thick juice 
with fruit flesh or mix juices because it has 
bigger holes than fine strainer.
It is better to use coarse strainer for thick 
ingredients like banana or strawberry, and it 
is also useful for smoothie, latte or soup.

Coarse Strainer

Coarse Strainer

Carrot juice by coarse strainer Banana juice by coarse strainerCarrot juice by fine strainer Celery juice by fine strainer

Fine Strainer

Wash inside and outside the strainer with a dish sponge. It is 
good to clean the corner of the strainer with cleaning brush.

Rub and wash every part of pulp 
outlet with cleaning brush.

Chamber packing, juice cap packing and silicon brush 
can be disassembled and cleaned separately.

After cleaning, assemble and keep your components in an open place after 
completely drying them. Set your components in order of screw-hopper-chamber set 
(chamber+strainer+spinning brush).

Put your components in baking soda or natural 
sanitizer for dishes diluted with water for a quarter of 
a day to sterilize them.

Fine Strainer vs Coarse Strainer, which is better? How to clean after use

Strainer cleaning

Packing cleaning

How to dry and keep

Chamber cleaning

Components sterilization



Tough stalk vegetables

Water celery, angelica

Cut water celery and angelica with long 
and tough fibre into less than 3cm.

Ingredients with seeds and 
skin for extraction

Apple, pear, kiwi, oriental melon

Fruits which have abundant nutrition in 
seeds and skin (apple, pear, kiwi, oriental 

melon etc) are put in the entrance together 
with seeds and skin after cutting into right 
size.In case of apple, it is recommended to 

remove seeds because of toxicity.

Juicing ingredients after 
separating flesh

Pomegranate, grapes

Remove tough stalk of grapes and separate each 
grapes, and remove skin of pomegranate and 

only use flesh.

Ingredients after 
peeling for extraction

Melon, watermelon, orange, grape fruit

Fruits whose skin is not used (melon, 
watermelon, orange, grape fruit etc) should be 
peeled and cut into right size.

Juicing ingredients after 
removing hard seeds

Mango, cherry, peach, plum, persimmon

Fruits like mango, cherry, peach, plum, 
persimmon etc have hard seed to chew. 
Remove seeds before use because they 

might be a cause of operation stoppage or 
component damage.

Long and thin stalk vegetables

Wheat sprout, chives

Vegetables with lots of tough fibre are put in mass 
in order not to be scattered.

HUROM GUIDE  3332 HUROM GUIDE

How to trim 
ingredients



Ingredients   

· 200 ml Milk
· 50 g Boiled beans
· According to preference 
 a handful of nuts

HUROM RECIPES  3534 HUROM RECIPES

Mix boiled beans and milk in a bowl.

Close the juice cap and the lever, 
and pour a ladle of in the chamber.

Operate the machine until all 
ingredients are well mixed.

When extraction is almost finished, 
place the lever in half-opened position 
to release the compressed pulp.

Add fruits like pear and banana or honey, and it becomes 
sweet home made soymilk. Add salt, and it becomes special 
beansoup. If you want thicker soymilk, pour soymilk
with Juice cap closed and add beans or nuts.

Make soymilk with milk, nuts and beans 
full of nutrition which are called "beef from 
the field". Make my own healthy soymilk 
without additives.

Ingredients   

· Broccoli
· Cabbages
· Tomatoes 
· Carrots

Soymilk Detox Juice

Many celebrities and famous doctors recommend ‘detoxification 
juice’ for diet or detox meal. Detoxification juice is nowadays a 
popular way to keep healthy. our body is detoxified, we lose weight, 
and our skin is cleaner. Hurom which squeeze slowly improves 
taste, and natural flavor and nutrition.

Cut broccoli, cabbages, tomatoes 
and carrots into cube.

Pour water until ingredients sink, 
boil all ingredients well and cool 
them down.

Close the lever, put ingredients in 
Hurom and start to extract.

Put bananas and apples, and 
extract them.

 According to your preference, add 
various ingredients, and then you can 

make your own detoxification juice.

Tip! Tip!
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Remove the seeds and the stem of an 
apple, and cut the beet and the lemon 
with skin in right size.

Close the lever, and extract beet-
apple in order.

When putting the last ingredients in, 
place the lever in half-opened position 
to release the compressed pulp.

Ingredients

· 1 apple
· 1 piece of beet
· 1 slice of lemon

Extract a pear with skin in Hurom.

Boil water, ginger and honey 
together, and filter them through 
a strainer, and cool them off.

Mix extracted pear with the 
cooled ingredients above.

Ginger is effective for relieving 
chill in the body and also for 
coughing. Pear also contain 
luteolin which is effective for 
bronchial disease, phlegm and 
coughing. When you cough, fight 
for it with pear ginger tea.

Ingredients

· 1/2 Pear
· 150 ml of water
· 150 ml of water
· 1 tablespoon of honey

Apple Beet
Juice

Pear Ginger 
Tea

Taste may differ depending on the size and the 
sugar content of the apple, so adjust the amount 
of beet and lemon according to your preference.

It is good for cold because it contains a pear and ginger 
which helps to prevent bronchial disease and cold.

Tip! Tip!
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Ketchup

Ingredients

· 3 tomatoes
· 1/2 of onion
· 1 tablespoon of starch
· 1 bay leaf
· 4 tablespoons of vinegar
· 1 tablespoon of honey
· A little bit of salt

Close the juice cap and the lever, 
and extract tomatoes and onions 
alternately.

Take a little bit of extracted juice 
and mix it with starch.

Put the remained juice with bay 
leaf in the pot and boil it, and once 
it boils slightly you put honey, 
vineager and salt.

Pour starch water  into the pot, 
adjust the concentration and 
boil again.

If you put completed tomato into a sanitized bottle and place 
it in the refrigerator, then you can keep it for about a month.

Tip!

Ingredients

· Fruit juice
· Honey or oligosaccharides

Extract the fruits which you want 
in Hurom.

Add honey or oligosaccharides 
to less sweet fruits or green 
vegetable juice.

If you pour the extracted juice in 
the ice bar container and freeze 
it, then ice bars are completed.

Freeze the extracted juice in a 
wide container, and then scratch 
it with a fork.

Natural Fruit
Ice bar & Sherbet 

Sherbet is a frozen fruit juice or beverage, and you can 
adjust texture of sherbet with milk or gelatine.

Tip!



First
Choose ingredients, and mix juiced 
ingredients with flour and honey into 
proper density. Spread on face skin, 
and after 20 minutes, wash it away.

Second
Dip a mask sheet into juicing 
ingredients sufficiently, and then 
place the mask sheet on face skin. 
After 20 minutes, wash it away.
You can purchase mask pack sheet 
online or at the beauty shop.

Mask pack ingredients for me

Using natural fruit juice or green 
vegetable juice as mask pack 
helps improve skin by good natural 
substances. Above all, you can 
choose ingredients for mask pack 
according to your skin type and 
condition, so you do not have to 
worry about exposal to antiseptic or 
chemical substances. Get skin care 
easily at home without worrying 
about expenses.

TIP
There might be allergic reaction or 
skin trouble, so test it first in the 
inner part of wrist before use.

Simple Juice 
mask pack 

Carrots Sensitive skin, acne, dead skin cell removal
Orange Melisma, freckles improvement
Apples Acne, eczema, atopic dermatitis
Tomato Melisma prevention
Spinach Dry skin
Cabbage Oily skin, dead skin cell removal
Strawberry Skin whitening, dead skin cell removal

40 HUROM RECIPES

*Refer to fruit juice recipes



Official distributor in Denmark 
Adexi A/S · hurom@adexi.dk

 


